Introduction
Once discovered and established as therapeutic agent, the drug substance is used for pharmacotherapy of various diseases. The drug substance itself has unique properties, which in certain cases do not allow for effective therapy. This is the area, where pharmaceutical technology allows to improve drug substance original characteristics by optimization of pharmaceutical formulation. The latter is a complicated process involving many variables concerning formulation qualitative and quantitative composition as well as technology parameters. This chapter will be dedicated to the computer systems based on artificial neural networks allowing for guided pharmaceutical formulation optimization.
Artificial neural networks (ANN) foundations
The artificial neural networks (ANNs) are non-linear, information-processing systems designed in a manner similar to the biological neural structures, which is expressed in the structural and the functional composition of ANNs. The latter is based on so-called connectionist model of neural systems. It assumes that topology and electrophysiology of synapses (connections) in the brain or other biological neural systems are the key factors of neural systems ability to process information (Hertz et al. 1991; Wikipedia, 2009c Wikipedia, , Żurada 1992 . One of the several definitions of ANNs is that they are dispersed knowledge processing systems built from so-called "nodes" hierarchically organized into the layers. This definition does not implement the most important feature of ANNs which is their ability to learn on the available data. Thus, ANNs are representatives of Computational Intelligence paradigm in contrast to classical Artificial Intelligence systems, where all the knowledge of the system must be implemented from the scratch by the programmer. Typical ANN of the most common Multi Layer Perceptron type (MLP) is built on four main elements ( Fig. 1 ): 1. input layer 2. hidden layer(s) 3. output layer 4. connections (weights)
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Each layer consists of few "nodes" which in fact are artificial neurons connected between layers via "weights" -artificial synapses. The information flow is unidirectional from the input to the output. MLP ANN works in two phases: 1. training 2. testing The training phase is based on the iterative presentations of the available data patterns in order to teach ANN to perform designated task. Since MLP ANNs are supervised training systems, they have to be presented with data on the input and output as well. This allows for adjusting weights values in such a manner that ANN becomes competent in the designated task. Adjusting of the weights is performed automatically with use of special algorithm designed for this purpose. One of the most common training algorithms for ANNs is back propagation (BP), where the teaching signal is the difference between current output and the desired one and is propagated backwards from the output layer to the input layer in order to modify weights values (Fig. 2) . The whole procedure is automatic and once started does not require any intervention from the user. According to the connectionist model of the neural systems, ANNs topology is the most important factor influencing their modeling abilities. The topology of ANNs, called also architecture, is expressed in terms of number of layers and nodes in each layer. However, it is not the nodes themselves but number, signs and values of connections between the particular nodes, which encode the knowledge of the system. Since all the BP procedure is automatic, user does not have to put any assumptions about a model shape a priori to the system, thus ANNs represent empirical modeling approach. Automatic training procedure and model identification by ANNs are the most commonly known advantages of these systems. Another advantage is their superior ability to identify non-linear systems. It is because ANNs are usually built on non-linear activation functions, therefore being nonlinear systems themselves. Next distinguishing feature of ANNs is their relative ease of dealing with large number of data cases and features. However, so-called curse of dimensionality is also applicable to the ANNs, nevertheless it is less pronounced than for classical statistical systems. Moreover, ANNs are able to decide on inputs importance, thus providing sensitivity analysis feature, which is a way to reduce unnecessary inputs. It improves system performance but also provides knowledge about analyzed problem derived from ANNs behavior. Therefore, ANNs are also used as data mining tools allowing for automated knowledge extraction. All the features of ANNs described above, allow using them as generic, empirical modeling tools in vast areas of science and technology:
medicine and pharmacy Although, it is impossible to present all applications of neural networks, there might be named major areas of their usage:
• signal processing (noise reduction, compression) • pattern recognition and features extraction (handwriting, facial recognition, medical imaging, fraud detection) • forecasting (financial, medical, environmental).
• data mining
Pharmaceutical applications of ANNs are still far from being routine, however ANNs are gradually coming into the focus in different pharmacy areas: pharmacokinetics (Brier & Aronoff, 1996; Brier & Żurada, 1995; Chow et al., 1997; Gobburu & Chen, 1996; VengPedersen & Modi, 1992) , drug discovery and structure-activity relationships (Huuskonen. et al, 1997; Polański, 2003; Taskinen & Yliruusi, 2003) , pharmacoeconomics and epidemiology (Polak & Mendyk, 2004; Kolarzyk et al, 2006) , in vitro in vivo correlation (Dowell et al., 1999) and pharmaceutical technology (Behzadia et al. 2009; Hussain et al., 1991; Bourquin et al., 1998a Bourquin et al., , 1998b Bourquin et al., , 1998c Chen et al., 1999; Gašperlin et al., 2000; Kandimalla et al., 1999; Mendyk & Jachowicz, 2005 Rocksloh et al., 1999; Takahara et al., 1997; Takayama et al., 2003; Türkoğlu et al., 1995) .
Empirical modeling as decision support systems (DSS):
3.1 General remarks Decision support systems (DSS) are usually computer information processing tools that support decision-making activities in the field of particular interest (Wikipedia, 2009c) . As computer tools, they are generally understood as an extension of commonly known expert systems -the systems derived from artificial intelligence field (AI). The expert systems' definition "enhancement" allows, among other differences, to use "black box" models in contrast to the classical hard AI systems, where the system behavior is algorithmic, thus understandable on the every level of its action. DSS exploit every available techniques of data processing in the benefit of accuracy of decision making support. This includes ANNs as well, which will be advertised in this chapter as very suitable tools for DSS in the pharmaceutical technology. Every DSS has to include basic set of elements: a. knowledge base b. model or so-called inference machine c. user interface (Hand et al., 2001) A knowledge base is usually consisting a set of all available information gathered in the strictest organizational way that is possible to achieve. This includes data-formatting and preprocessing in order to make it easier to be processed by any numerical analysis tools to be employed in the future. It is a very tedious and complicated task and in the same time is crucial to the future system accuracy. The above scheme depicts main steps to be performed in order to create DSS with use of ANNs. After preparatory phase including points 1 & 2, the modeling procedures have to be employed (p. 3). ANNs are used as tools to model relationships of interest in particular problem. This is usually done by creation of the predictive models designed to answer the question what would be the action of the new component introduction or modification of qualitative/qualitative composition. This would help to decide whether to use or not the composition tested in silico in the prospective laboratory experiments. The search for the most promising formulations-candidates could be realized in the most simplistic way as a combinatorial approach where there are set boundary conditions (i.e. the set of available excipients) and criteria of optimal formulation acceptance (Fig. 3) . In case of the DSS total failure, i.e. all predictions were falsified by laboratory experiments, it is possible to enter interactive mode, (Fig. 3 dotted line) where the results of final (unsuccessful) laboratory experiments are added to the initial database and used for subsequent modeling procedure. Re-training of the neural models is usually much easier than the original step of optimal ANN model search, thus the interactive mode could be of choice when very little information is available at the beginning of the analysis. The use of ANNs in the predictive models function supports the decision based on the "black box" model. This means that no decision explanation and justification is available from the system. Such an approach is acceptable in the DSS, however it could be sometimes unsatisfactory for the user. Therefore, ANNs could be also used in the data mining function in order to provide an insight into the data and some means to formulate hypotheses about the analyzed problem. ANNs unique features allow them to perform following operations in the data mining approach: a. select crucial variables for the problem b. extract logical rules (neuro-fuzzy systems) c. provide response surfaces for a single input variable or their set The latter is especially interesting as it allows to switch from "black box" modeling to classical statistical analysis when the problem dimensions reduction was carried out to the sufficient level (i.e. less than 10 input variables). Therefore, it could be created an ordinary mathematical equation quantifying analyzed relationship. Selection of the crucial variables and logical rules extraction form neuro-fuzzy systems are another ANNs powerful features, which would be described further in this chapter. At this moment it is worthy to present only an interesting feature of ANNs employed as data mining tools. In order to obtain the most reliable results it is necessary to find the most competent ANN model. Since ANNs are empirical "black box" models, it is natural that their competence is assessed as the ability to solve unknown cases. This is nothing else but generalization error assessment, which is performed by predictive modeling. Based on the above statements it could be concluded, that data mining procedures include predictive modeling as well. This could be demonstrated by the analysis of the crucial variables iterative procedure with use of ANNs (Fig. 4) . The algorithm presented in Fig. 4 allows the smallest number of input variables estimation with regard to the ANN model predictive competence. In other words, the final model is the most general of the best predictive models. This allows to decide, which variables are absolutely necessary to provide competent model, and which could be excluded without performance loss. This results in the very valuable information about the character of the analyzed problem and in the same time an inference machine for DSS is provided. 
Predictive modeling
Predictive modeling is focused on the generalization abilities of the system, which is usually commonly understood as the extrapolation beyond available database. It is the most difficult task to be performed during the DSS construction.
Data preparation and preprocessing
Since ANNs are numerical analysis tools they require numerical representation of the whole data available for the problem. This statement is not as trivial as it seems, when the real life data, i.e. pharmaceutical technology, are at the focus. It's challenging to develop numerical representation of pharmaceutical formulation qualitative composition or its preparation technology. So far there is no universal solution of this problem, therefore several methods are used to deal with this task. Among them two main groups of numerical representations could be named: a. topological b. physical In the topological representation input vector is usually binary and the presence of particular formulation compound is denoted by position of its non-zero element. The same could be adapted for formulation technology or other abstract information. The advantage of this approach is its simplicity. One of the disadvantages is a large number of inputs causing problems with high dimensionality of created model. Even if ANNs are working relatively well with multidimensional problems, it should be avoided if possible. More serious drawback of topological encoding is its lack of physical meaning as it is used as completely abstract and subjective design (Fig. 5) . Therefore, it could be possible that by use of different encoding scheme (i.e. shifted arbitrary positions of particular components), there would be achieved different modeling results. The most important disadvantage is that ANN model is restricted only to the established set of substances available at the beginning of the modeling procedure, therefore it has no www.intechopen.com Decision Support Systems for Pharmaceutical Formulation Development Based on Artificial Neural Networks 107 generalization abilities in terms of qualitative composition. Of course it could be possible to add some additional "dummy" inputs for unknown substances, however regarding previous remarks about arbitrary design of inputs topology without physical meaning, it could be achieved only prediction for some "unknown" substance but not for a specified, particular structure. This is the main reason why topological encoding is treated as the last resort. In contrast, physical encoding has no such drawbacks. It is based on available characteristics of particular excipient (i.e. molecular weight, melting point) or technological process (i.e. compression force). It looks straightforward and perfect approach. Unfortunately, there is one but major drawback of physical encoding -availability of readyto-use information. Various manufacturers provide different sets of features of their products. Moreover, various substances cannot be characterized in the same manner due to their native character as i.e. being in solid or liquid state. Unification of substances description is required when ANN model has to be built on all available examples. The more data examples, the more competent is the model, thus it is advisable to include every information describing analyzed problem. This is however contradictory with above described problems with unified knowledge representation of the chemical substances. An effective solution could be application of chemical informatics tools, which generally are computer programs able to compute chemical substances properties (so-called molecular descriptors) based on their molecular structure. Chemical informatics has long history and many different applications (Agrafiotis et al., 2007) . It is beyond the scope of this chapter to provide complete description of this vast discipline. In pharmaceutical applications, cheminformatics is mostly known at the very early stage of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) search regarding its desired pharmacological activity. QSAR methods are now routinely applied as tools reducing laboratory experiments number in order to find new promising API, which could become valuable drug in the future. Prediction of toxicological properties of drugs is also at the scope. Cheminformatics is not so popular yet in pharmaceutical technology, however currently it is drawing more attention due to its advantages: a. unified description of all substances b. vast number of molecular descriptors counted in thousands c. prediction of real physical properties (i.e. logP, logD, pKa, etc) There are disadvantages of cheminformatics use as well: a. requirements of high computational power for ab initio modeling b. accuracy of physical parameters prediction c. restrictions of maximum atoms numbers in the analyzed molecule Unified numerical description of substances is the result of algorithms, on which cheminformatics software is based, thus all molecules are processed in the same reproducible manner. This is crucial for maintaining methodology of ANN model preparation. The large number of molecular descriptors available allows to choose the most representative ones for analyzed problem, which is the most important in data mining procedures, but improves predictability of the model as well. Moreover, in predictive modeling molecular descriptors could be treated as a numerical representation of the molecule without the need of complete understanding of their physical meaning. In fact many of the molecular descriptors are nothing else like numerical representation of 2D (sometimes 3D) structure of analyzed molecul e w i t h r e g a r d t o n u m b e r o f a t o m s , i t s geometry, topology and other constitutional features involved. Since the procedure of computations is algorithmic, it allows to use molecular descriptors empirically, based on the ANN selection of what is the most suitable to achieve maximum predictability of the model. Combining this approach with large number of molecular descriptors available, results in the powerful tool for creating numerical representation of pharmaceutical formulations. Specifically, in predictive modeling the accuracy of physical parameters prediction by cheminformatics software is not an issue as long as ANN model is used as a "black box" in the DSS and the same software is used to encode all substances in the database. The cheminformatics software will be commented in the next section of this chapter.
Overcoming all the problems with pharmaceutical formulation encoding results in the database or so-called "knowledge base" -a source of knowledge for ANN model. In order to be used effectively, the database must be preprocessed. First and obligatory preprocessing procedure is scaling according to the ANNs activation functions domains. Usually the scaling is performed in range (-1;1) but other ranges are also applied, like i.e. (0;1). The latter is sometimes realized as normalization procedure, however more frequently linear scaling is carried out.
ANNs training
ANNs need to be trained on the data in order to create competent model. Training of ANNs is a serious task and it is impossible to cover all aspects of this issue in this chapter. Following there will be described only the issues, which in authors' opininon are the most relevant to the neural modeling for DSS. Generally, training of ANNs requires several issues to be solved: a. software and hardware environment b. training algorithm and scheme c. topology of ANN (architecture) d. error measure and model accuracy criterion Since for the software and hardware environment there will be dedicated further section of this chapter, it is only worthy noting in this place that there is plenty of software available either as free of charge or as commercial packages. The next issue is the subject of many research ongoing, as the universal and perfect ANNs training algorithm does not exist. This is confusing especially when the ANNs simulator provides many algorithms of the choice. Regarding applications of ANNs in pharmacy, the most common and robust ANNs training algorithms could be named as follows: a. backpropagation with modifications b. conjugated gradient and scaled conjugated gradient c. Kalman filter and its extensions d. genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization The above chosen algorithms are mostly associated with so-called supervised learning, where the knowledge base consists of known outputs associated with the inputs. This type of learning is the most suitable for building ANN-based DSS in pharmaceutical technology. Authors are using software with backpropagation (BP) learning algorithm including momentum, delta-bar-delta and jog-of-weights modifications. Backpropagation is a very old and therefore well-established algorithm, which is relatively slow-converging comparing to the newest ones, however is very robust and versatile: i.e. it is suitable for neuro-fuzzy systems as well. The above and BP mathematical simplicity makes it a good choice for implementation in DSS preparation with ANNs. BP with momentum modification has two parameters (learning rate and momentum coefficient), which are chosen arbitrary by user. However, delta-bar-delta and extended delta-bar-delta modifications allow ANN to modify these parameters during the training process -this improves learning dramatically. Jog-ofweights technique is a stochastic search of optimal solution, which is carried-out by simple addition of noise to the ANN weights values when no more training improvement is found during previously set number of iterations. Setting the architecture of ANN is another difficult task, which affects the model performance. Unfortunately, there is no algorithmic solution here. It is usually realized by trial and error experiments carried-out with large number of architectures-candidates in order to select the best one for particular problem. Some improvement is promised by use of hybrid ANNs systems with genetic algorithms (GA). In this evolutionary approach GA is responsible for ANNs architecture adjustment and ANN itself is trained by BP. However, there are still contradictory opinions about suitability of such hybrid systems. In order to decide, which architecture is the most suitable for becoming the core of DSS, it is necessary to apply some quality criterion. Predictive performance is in this case the most applicable criterion expressed as generalization error. The most commonly known method to measure ANNs generalization is k-fold crossvalidation, where "k" is integer number in the range (0; ∞). The procedure is designed to assess generalization error on the whole available data set. The latter is divided into the two non-equal data-sets: the larger one as training data set and the smaller one as validation (test) set. The ANN is trained on the larger data set and after the training phase the validation set is presented -the error encountered on this set is the generalization error. After that, the validation set is returned to the training set and the new pair of trainingvalidation sets is created, however no previously chosen validation data is included in the new validation set. Again, the ANN is trained on the training set and validated on the smaller one. This algorithm is repeated with respect to the "k" value. The most common "k" value is 10 and each time 10% of original database is excluded from the database to become validation set. After 10 iterations for each architecture the generalization error is assessed for the whole original database (10 x 10% = 100%). Although computationally expensive, this procedure is a standard when the database is small, which is almost an omnipresent situation in real-life examples. A modification of this procedure is leave-one-out, where "k" value is equal to the data records number, thus in the validation set there is always only one data record. This is even more computationally expensive, yet from the statistical point of view it provides the most unbiased estimation of ANNs generalization abilities. There are several error measures applicable to express the generalization error of ANNs. Among them, dependig on the analyzed problem type, the most commonly applied are: a. linear correlation coefficient (R) of predicted vs. observed values b. mean squared error (MSE) or root mean squared error (RMSE) c. classification rate or other classification measures (specificity, sensitivity, etc.) d. problem-specific measures, i.e.: similarity factor (f2) for drug dissolution tests (FDA, 2000) Each of the error measures allows generalization error quantification, yet it is not absolutethere is no modeling success criteria available. This means that no error measure allows to prove mathematically, that on its specific level the model is competent and reliable. This situation is not only the domain of ANNs. There are present some rules of thumb that beyond some borderline value the model is acceptable. An example of such rule is correlation coefficient where the value over 0.95 is usually acceptable as the indication of good linear correlation between variables, however some authors are more restrictive and demand the value to be over 0.99. Therefore, every generalization error estimation should be regarded with care and related to the problem analyzed.
After the search phase of ANNs best architecture there is provided the ranking of ANNs generalization abilities. The best architecture of ANN is chosen as the final DSS inference machine. However, to improve performance of the model there are built so-called ensemble ANNs consisting of several neural models, which outputs are combined to provide final system output (Maqsood, 2004) . The outputs combination is the key factor of ensemble performance. There are many methods for outputs combination, namely: a. simple average b. weighted average c. non-linear regression d. ANN of second order The latter method with second order ANN is used very rarely due to the computational burden, yet seems very interesting as the method of non-linear estimation of each ensemble element influence on the final output of the system.
Modeling example
Preparation of ANN model for DSS in pharmaceutical technology could be illustrated by the example of neural modeling for optimization of so-called solid dispersions systems. Solid dispersions are usually defined as systems consisting of a poorly soluble drug and at least one carrier characterized by good water solubility. The purpose to formulate solid dispersions is to increase water solubility of poorly soluble drugs and in consequence to improve drugs pharmaceutical and biological availability. Unfortunately, there is no clear theory how to adjust quantitative and qualitative compositions of solid dispersions in order to achieve drug solubility enhancement. This could be the domain to DSS -to help in the right choice of the carrier and drug/carrier ratio in order to improve particular drug solubility in water. The neural model was constructed to predict dissolution profile of various drugs, in regard to the solid dispersion (SD) quantitative and qualitative composition as well as SD preparation technology. There were 17 inputs and one output of ANN. The inputs encoded following parameters in physical encoding system: a. SDs' compositions b. dissolution test conditions There was also abstract classification of the methods of SDs preparation added to the input vector as well as the single input expressing the time-point after which the amount of dissolved drug was to be predicted by ANN and presented at the single output. The number of data records was around 3000. Totally, there were around 6 000 ANNs trained and tested in this experiment. The best ANN architecture derived generalization error RMSE = 14,2 vs. maximum output value 100. It was complex ANN with 4 hidden layers and hyperbolic tangent activation function. By introduction of ANNs ensemble with 10 ANNs included and simple average of their outputs, it was possible to achieve generalization error RMSE = 13.4. The whole neural system was tested as DSS on the following possible scenario: what would be optimal ratio of papaverine (spasmolytic drug) and Macrogol (water-soluble polymer) in SD in order to achieve designated papaverine dissolution profile? This is a typical task to solve in pharmaceutical technology, where the formulation is a tool for modification of the drug course of action. The data were derived from publications, therefore the papaverine's dissolution profiles from various SDs were known and presented to DSS as a task to solve. The above mentioned data was of course unknown to ANNs, which means that the data was not included in the training data set. The system was working according to the algorithm described previously (Fig. 3) wit boundaries selected for qualitative and quantitative composition. Iterative procedure based on the presentation of around 2 000 formulation-candidates with papaverine dissolution profiles as the acceptance criterion. There were 8 profiles presented to the system. As a result in 6 cases qualitative and quantitative compositions of SDs were predicted by the system accurately (Fig. 7) . This meant that DSS recommended the same SD composition to achieve particular drug dissolution profile, which was in fact a true source of this profile described in the publication. In conclusion, it was confirmed that DSS based on the ANN could be competent and useful in assisting in the pharmaceutical formulation optimization according to the specified criteria.
Data mining
Data mining is a process of knowledge extraction from the database usually associated with discovery of hidden patterns in the data (Wikipedia, 2009b) . Empirical modeling with ANNs is one of the standard tools applied in the data mining.
Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis is regarded as one of the data mining tools. As a result of this procedure the ranking of relative importance of inputs over the output is provided. It allows to select crucial variables set (Fig. 4) . Detailed review of crucial variables characteristics leads to the deeper insight into the analyzed problem. The ranking created by ANNs is the result of observation of data made by machine learning system of empirical modeling. It is quite common, that machine observes data in a different manner than human, and thus the results of such observations are also different. That is exactly what is expected from ANNs at this moment -the unbiased observation of the data conceiving the results, which might be sometimes even contradictory with so-called "common knowledge". These contradictions, or at least unexpected outcomes, are supposed to direct researchers' reasoning to other paths, which could be successful in preparation of the optimal pharmaceutical formulation, when conventional approach fails. There are many methods of a sensitivity analysis, but two of them are worth mentioning here, since they are commonly used for ANNs. First method is based on the simple assumption that inputs importance could be measured by ANN prediction error changes when particular input is excluded from ANN. The procedure is usually carried out by setting value of input of interest to "0" and assessment of prediction error on the data test set. The bigger error increase, the more important is the selected input. An advantage of this method is its simplicity and versatility -it could be used to every modeling system, not only ANNs. However, this method has some major drawbacks. The most important is that the outcome depends on the data test set used. This makes the procedure difficult to be reproducible. Another issue is the fact that sometimes the "0" value of the variable denotes some information to the system, therefore it creates confusion when all values of particular variable are set to "0". Last but not least is the fact that this method works on the ANN model in its non-natural state, when one of the inputs is in fact nonfunctional. The error increase is the reflection of how badly ANN was destructed by pruning one input. The criticism here is also augmented by unidimensional type of analysis performed. In contrast, second method is much more complicated mathematically but in the same time more sophisticated. Żurada (Żurada et al., 1997) developed method for pruning redundant features based on the analysis of derivative of outputs over ANN inputs (Eq.1).
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where: S ki -sensitivity of k-th output over i-th input y -output x -input k/i -output/input indexes The derivatives are computed according to the chain rule through the whole ANN for every training pattern. It results in the matrix, which after additional processing provides ranking of inputs. This procedure is reproducible as it works on the training dataset by default. ANN is not altered in any way -it is processed after the training phase in its natural, the most competent state. There is also one drawback of this method -so far it has been developed for MLP ANNs only. In order to decide, which inputs to prune there must be applied some criterion of how to find a cut-off point in the inputs ranking. Unfortunately, regardless of the method used for ranking creation, there is no universal method of decision where would be the borderline. Usually, the cut-off point is chosen at the largest difference between sensitivity values of adjacent variables in the ranking -this is the borderline between pruned and remaining variables (Fig. 8) . www.intechopen.com
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Fuzzy logic and neuro-fuzzy systems
Fuzzy logic was defined in 1965 when Lotfi Zadeh proposed theory of fuzzy sets. In summary, fuzzy reasoning is based on the probabilistic approach, where every value could be expressed as probability of being a member of some values sets. This is another type of commonly known reasoning based on the classical, crisp numbers. In the simple example a value 0.1 could be a member of set "0" but in the same time be a member of set "1". Probabilities of the memberships to particular sets are designated by so-called membership functions.
Fuzzy reasoning could be encoded in rules tables (Eq. 2). 
The above example of simple logical rule could be extended in terms of number of variables and rules as well. Moreover, fuzzy reasoning allows to introduce so-called linguistic variables produced by human experts as non-numerical description of their professional experience expressed in qualitative terms like: "high", "low", "moderate", etc. However, for the improvement of DSS construction it is important to mention hybrid neuro-fuzzy systems: ANNs coupled with fuzzy logic. The neuro-fuzzy system exploits both approaches advantages, namely fuzzy rule-based problem description with self-learning empirical modeling abilities of ANNs. This creates powerful data analysis tool, which is able to observe presented data and to provide self-generated logical rules (Mansa et al. 2008) . The latter could be easy decoded to the human-readable form like presented in Eq. 2. In the simplest Mamdani model (Yager & Filev, 1994) neuro-fuzzy system consists of only one hidden layer with specially augmented nodes representing "IF" part of the logical rule. Thus, the number of nodes determines the number of rules -their adjustment might be Fig. 9 . A simplified scheme of neuro-fuzzy system of Mamdani multiple input single output (MISO) type; x -input, y -output, N -number of inputs, K -number of hidden units, capital letters -membership functions, small letters -crisp numbers.
made manually or automatically by specific algorithms. The outcome of the rule (THEN) is encoded in the synaptic weight connecting particular hidden node with the output node. The whole system could be trained with classical, well-established BP algorithm.
As for every tool, there are also drawbacks of the neuro-fuzzy systems. They are not so versatile like MLP ANNs. This means that not all the problems could be covered by neurofuzzy systems, since in fact they are classification-based tools. Their approximating abilities are far below MLP ANNs. In personal experience of authors, neuro-fuzzy systems provide sometimes contradictory or "dummy" logical rules, which from the professional, pharmaceutical point of view are useless and have to be reviewed with utmost care and criticism. In complex problems, like i.e. in pharmaceutical technology, the number of hidden nodes tends to become large, thus making logical rules harder for direct human interpretation. All the above criticism refers to the simplest Mamdani neuro-fuzzy systems. Perhaps the use of Takagi-Sugeno models or more sophisticated architectures optimization algorithms would solve abovementioned problems. This would be the task for the future research. The last, empirical remark about neuro-fuzzy systems would be in favor of their use as members of ensemble ANNs. It was observed several times that when neuro-fuzzy system was added, it improved ensemble performance significantly. This was found even when neuro-fuzzy system was far less competent than several MLPs in the ranking of ANNs generalization abilities. A working hypothesis is that coupling MLP with neuro-fuzzy system allows to exploit both tools different approaches for data analysis. However, for now it is too early research phase to conclude this hypothesis.
Modeling example
An example of successful sensitivity analysis would be the research about possible mechanisms of drugs release from solid dosage forms. The objective of this study was to identify the mechanisms of model drugs release from hydrodynamically balanced systems (HBS). HBS are prepared in a form of capsule filled with drug substance and mixture of polymers. Ketoprofen (KT), a poorly soluble non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug was chosen as a model active substance. Several polymers were used as matrices alone or in binary mixtures: cellulose derivatives (hypromelose), carrageens and alginates. ANNs models were constructed to predict drug release profile from HBS formulations based on their quantitative and qualitative composition. For qualitative composition encoding cheminformatics software was used in order to provide appropriate numerical representation. An initial number of input variables was around 2700. It was the result of cheminformatics encoding of HBS matrices. Data mining methodology was based on the crucial variables set analysis. Search for crucial variables set was performed according to the algorithm depicted in Fig. 4 . However, classical sensitivity analysis method was altered due to difficulties with finding significant differences in the ranking of input variables, which made difficult to establish cut-off point. The altered procedure was "context-based" search for the minimum number of variables within original ranking of variables provided by sensitivity analysis. The final choice of variables was performed according to the information about chemical descriptors class, where only one representative of each class was chosen as crucial variable. Numerical experiments with comparison of generalization error between models based on the original and altered variables choice procedure confirmed that application of context based search is beneficial to the model performance (Fig. 10) . In result, it was possible to achieve substantial reduction from 2700 to 8 inputs finally. Final ANNs model confirmed its performance with generalization RMSE = 5.93. The successful generalization examples for unknown formulations were found (Fig. 10) . Analysis of 8 inputs meaning allowed to formulate hypothesis about importance of the polymer geometry to the drug release profile. software choice is to be decided, would be the work mode. If it would be only for data mining, then usually less computational power is required than for the predictive modeling. However, when strictly following previously described algorithm of inputs reduction (Fig. 4 ) then computational power requirements are high. It was roughly estimated before, that predictive modeling requires usually thousands of ANNs to be trained and tested in order to find the most optimal solution. The task of ANNs training is computationally expensive, therefore it is realized with use of distributed computing on socalled "grids" or "server farms", where several computers are working simultaneously and processing different ANNs. It is the simplest parallelization system, which is in the same time very effective when using ANNs. However, it requires as many licenses of the software as there will be the number of parallel processes running out simultaneously. Regarding the commercial packages, it becomes very expensive to buy separate licenses for each of running processes. Moreover, most of the commercial software is dedicated to MS Windows environment. The simulators are usually standalone packages with point-and-click GUI, without batch mode option. On the contrary, free software is at no cost with as many running instances as it is needed. Many of free packages are built for console mode, thus the batch processing mode is the default option. This is especially characteristic for Open Source software released under various versions of GPL (Gnu Public License). Authors are working with in-house ANN simulator written in Pascal and compiled with use of FreePascal and Lazarus. All computers are working under control of various Linux distributions and there is also developed in-house software for automatic control and distribution of computational tasks. In conclusion, it is worthy to consider Open Source software solutions and Linux environment for ANNs models preparation for DSS, because of a good cost-effectiveness ratio, availability of software and its stability. Apart from ANNs simulator, cheminformatics software was mentioned as an important element of DSS preparation for pharmaceutical technology. It is a very similar situation in this field like in ANNs -there is plenty of the software available with even more Open Source or Free Software present (Linux4chemistry). Commercial packages:
Molecular Modeling Pro Open Source/Free packages:
• Gamess-US • MarvinBeans (free for academia and non-profit activities)
MOPAC There is even a special Linux Live CD distribution dedicated to cheminformatics: Vigyaan.
Hardware
ANNs foundations were noted early 50's of the last century. After some disappointment in their abilities they were forgotten for some time, but 80's was the time of ANNs renaissance. It happened partially because of rapid growth of the computational power of PCs. Internet revolution and development of distributed computing was another factor of increasing interest in the neural modeling. Today, CPUs manufacturers developed new strategy of computational power increase and provide multicore CPUs for desktop computers. It allows for real multi-tasking in the work of modern computers. In order to build the mini-grid, all the infrastructure needed is a set of workstations, some LAN cables and switches. Coupled with Open Source software it provides low-cost, effective tool for ANNs development. There is no means to estimate minimum number of the workstations required. Regarding ANNs, an obvious truth is that the more computers available, the better. A very subjective estimation would be that a good start for the hardware environment is 10 workstations, each one based on 4-core CPU. The system is scalable. An enhancement of such structure with new workstations, even of different type, is very easy and does not generate additional costs beyond hardware price, assuming Open Source software use. In conclusion, building ANNs-based DSS is much easier and cheaper now, when there are present such interesting trends in the PC computers development.
